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1993 Mercedes 500e - $4750 (San Diego)

Up for sale is my 1993 Mercedes 500e.
255k Miles, runs good but has some issues:Issues.
Exterior:

Paint was repainted previously with cheap paint and clear coat is peeling, but body is straight.
Front bumper has some peeling paint (original pain on bumpers and cladding).
Antenna goes up half way,but I have a new replacement antenna mast.
Interior:

Fairly clean leather, one some tear at drivers bolster as can be seen craigslit link on 500eboard, parts for sale, "black seat set for sale".
Drivers seat lifts up at and angle.
Sagging headliner.
Broken center brake.
Peeling vinel on side pillars.
Dim cluster lights. Have replaced some, bit I will include an entire e420 cluster.
I might be able to include an upper wiring harness.
Intermittent AC. Recently had compressor replaced. Probably electrical issue cause when it works it works good.

Engine and Tranny:
Tranny shifts smoothly. I believe a small leak at lines where the attatch at radiator-probably need to be tightened.
Engine runs good. Might need chain rails and belts.

Codes:
Don't have a code reader but had issues passing smog. Has after market tiny cats. But the issue might be egr, etc. not sure. I can try to find the smog test 
when it didn't pass the first time.

Suspension:
Self leveling needs attention.

Summary:
It's a started car that runs good. Probably for the mechanically inclined and a pick your parts hunter and gather

• Location: San Diego
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